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ABSTRACT 

Sign Language (SL) is an important communication between people. 

It is an essential language for the people who have the disabilities of deaf 

and dumb, it can be considered their mother tongues language. Hand 

gestures form the nonverbal communication of such language.  

Interpreting Arabic Sign Alphabet Images (ASAI) is carried out with 

the help of specialists in the “Al-Amal Institute for the Deaf and Dumb”. 

A new ASAI dataset collected which contains different images of hand 

gestures. In addition, a Deep Learning (DL) model named the Deep Arabic 

Sign Alphabet (DASA) is proposed. It is a developed version of the 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). It has the ability to efficiently 

interpret the ASAI.  

As a further addition to the study, an approach was developed to 

interpret Arabic Sign Alphabet Signals (ASAS) which were collected 

using designed hardware. The dataset is constructed with the use of a 

glove that is coupled to flex sensors on each finger and each sensor gives 

a variable value based on the curvature ratio of the fingers. The sensors 

are connected to an Arduino which is then linked to a computer to transfer 

the data. Furthermore, a DL method called the Deep Recurrent Alphabet 

Sign Language (DRASL) is adopted. It utilizes multiple Deep Recurrent 

Neural Network (DRNN) techniques. Moreover, educational application 

for deaf and dumb persons is established. It exploits the ASAS and 

DRASL to interpret and demonstrate the Arabic alphabet SL.  

For the ASAI dataset, total of 1218 images have been collected. Then, 

the work is carried out with the proposed DASA model. The result shows 

that the DASA has achieved a high interpreting accuracy by training the 

suggested model offline 96.12%. For the ASAS, total of 435 signals have 

been acquired. Subsequently, the study is carried out with the adopted 
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DRASL method. The last result shows that the DRASL has obtained a 

very high interpreting accuracy by training the proposed model offline and 

testing it in real time 100%. The established educational application is 

successfully implemented. It can interpret Arabic alphabet hand gestures 

and demonstrate their letters in pictures to educate deaf-dumb people. 

  




